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BOOKS FOR FURTHER READING*

GENERAL REFERENCE


Aquilina, Mike.  The Fathers of the Church.  Huntington: Our Sunday Visitor, Inc.


---  Signs of Life: 40 Catholic Customs and Their Biblical Roots  New York:  Doubleday, 2009


**PAPAL DOCUMENTS**


LITURGICAL REFERENCE & Individual Titles


BOOKS

APOLOGETICS

Akin, Jimmy. The Drama of Salvation: How God Rescues Us from Our Sins and Brings Us to Eternal Life.
El Cajon: Catholic Answers Press. 2015.

Bennett, Rod. The Apostasy that Wasn’t. El Cajon: Catholic Answers, Inc. 2015.


D’Ambrosio, Marcellino, PhD. Exploring the Catholic Church: An Introduction to Catholic Teaching and Practice. 2001.


Horn, Trent. Why We’re Catholic. El Cajon: Catholic Answers, Inc. 2017


Lloyd, Gus. **A Minute in the Church: One-minute Catholic Apologetics.** Tampa: Gus Lloyd, 2010.


Olson, Carl E. **Did Jesus Really Rise From the Dead: Questions and Answers about the Life, Death, and Resurrection of Jesus.** Greenwood Village: Augustine Institute, 2016.


**CATECHETICAL**


**GENERAL**


---


---


---


**MARY**


MARRIAGE / FAMILY LIFE


SAINTS and Other Biographies


Bunson, Matthew, Margaret, and Stephen. *Our Sunday Visitor’s Encyclopedia of Saints (Revised).* Huntington: Our Sunday Visitor, Inc. 2003

--- *John Paul II’s Book of Saints.* Huntington: Our Sunday Visitor, Inc.

--- *Lives the Saints You Should Know.* 2 Vols. Huntington: Our Sunday Visitor, Inc


Perez, Maria del Socorro Perez, FSP.  San Juan Maria Viannney: El santo Cura de Ars.  Mexico: Publicaciones Paulinas, 2010.


**SCRIPTURE (THE BIBLE)**


Graham, Henry G.  *Where We Got the Bible: Our Debt to the Catholic Church.*  El Cajon: Catholic Answers, 1997.


SPIRITUAL LIFE


Dynamic Catholic, Beautiful Mercy: Experiencing God’s Unconditional Love So We Can Share It with Others.
Erlanger: The Dynamic Catholic Institute, 2015.


Ignatius of Loyola. The Spiritual Exercises / Manresa. Charlotte: Tan Classics
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**DVD/VIDEO**


Catallo, Fr. Sylvester, OFM.  The Father’s Gift: Jesus in the Holy Eucharist.  Oldsmar: Living His Life Abundantly, 2009


---  Household of Faith: Now That We’re Catholic.  Irondale: EWTN.


---  The Splendor of the Church & The Bible and the Church: Both or Neither?.  West Covina: Saint Joseph Communications, Inc.


Hahn, Scott and Mike Aqualina.  The Lamb’s Supper.  Irondale: EWTN.

---  Reasons to Believe.  Irondale: EWTN.


Moss, Rosalind. Reasons for Our Hope: Season 1. Irondale: EWTN.


* Listings in bold face type indicate this year’s additions to the bibliography.

* Red lettering, Spanish